
  

The anti-WØDEW Mode



  

Background:

JT65-HF is so labeled because it sends 65 tones spread out over 175Hz. 
The “JT” part comes from the original creator of this mode, Joe Taylor, 
K1JT, the 1993 winner of the Nobel Prize in physics, and the author of the 
excellent HSMS and EME software known as WSJT

JT65-HF is written by W6CQZ, and is an extremely efficient weak-signal 
mode – it is possible to decode signals you simply cannot hear in audio and 
can't even see on the waterfall display
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Actually, JT65-HF is more accurate

Similar to other digital modes and,
at the same time, very different



  

Similarities:

Same PC, Sound Card Interface, Radio
Antenna, etc.

Still a Low-Power Digital Mode 
       10-30 Watts

Just like PSK-31, watch the ALC meter
        Should not see any ALC activity



  

Differences:

Your favorite software doesn't do JT65
No FLDIGI, No DigiPan, No HRD/DM780
(although the HRD Team is currently working
on it)

You need special software, relax – it's FREE



  

Software:

Two Choices (although there is a best choice)

WSJT
          Really best suited for Meteor Scatter
          at VHF/UHF frequencies, but not well
          suited for HF

JT65-HFJT65-HF is the best choice for HF 



  

Software:

JT65-HF current version is 1.0.9.3
Installation is easy and configuration
is minimal.

http://jt65-hf.com/downloads/

http://sourceforge.net/projects/jt65-hf/files/

http://jt65-hf.com/downloads/


  

anti-WØDEW:

JT65-HF is not a conversation mode

All transmissions must fit the parameters
       13 Letters maximum
       Canned Responses are the most common

The sequence of a QSO depends on a very
accurate system clock – 2 seconds off is
barely acceptable – a delta of.5 sec. or less - OK



  

anti-WØDEW:

PC clock needs to be in sync with an
Atomic Clock – again, FREE software

http://www.thinkman.com/dimension4/download.htm

http://www.meinbergglobal.com/english/sw/ntp.htm

http://www.thinkman.com/dimension4/download.htm
http://www.meinbergglobal.com/english/sw/ntp.htm


  



  



  



  

Actual QSO:



  



  



  



  



  



  

CQ KW6PMC DM04 He sends a CQ with his Grid Square

KW6PMC KØWJ EM29 I answer with my Grid Square

 KØWJ KW6PMC -09 He sends my signal report

KW6PMC KØWJ R-10 I send Roger and his signal report

KØWJ KW6PMC RRR He acknowledges receipt of his report

KW6PMC KØWJ 73 I send him a 73

KØWJ KW6PMC 73 He sends me a 73
OR

10W DIPOLE 73 He sends a free form 73 with info

Actual QSO:



  

Actual QSO:

Key Action:

Each line on the previous page
represents ONE minute of real time

Each end transmits for 47 seconds
(from 1st Second to 48th Second)

At Second 48, you start the decoding
process

A slow PC can be an issue 



  

Actual QSO:

Key Action:

Do not move to the next transmit
sequence until an acknowledgment
is received – otherwise send the
current sequence again

The on-screen buttons are arranged
in the logical progression of a QSO



  



  

Adjunct Software:

The Reverse Beacon (RB) Network



  



  

Adjunct Software:

The Reverse Beacon (RB) Network

A beacon station transmits signals on a regular basis with the intent
that many stations be able to receive it to determine band condition

A reverse beacon is exactly the opposite
An RB only listens to band activity and reports its receptions to a
commonly accessible point (in this case via the internet)

http://jt65.w6cqz.org/receptions.html



  



  



  



  

Adjunct Software:

PSK Reporter (PSKR)

PSK Reporter is a system from Phil Gladstone – N1DQ that collects
spots from a variety of sources/modes and provides a real time data
display graphically at:

http://pskreporter.info/pskmap.html?preset&callsign=ZZZZZ&what=
all&mode=JT65&timerange=86400 

http://pskreporter.info/pskmap.html?preset&callsign=ZZZZZ&what


  



  



  

Adjunct Software:

JTAlert 2.4.15  (Free Download)

Provides several audio and visual alert types based on decoded Callsigns within JT65-HF and WSJT-X.

Audio and visual alerts for several alert conditions:

Your Callsign decoded (someone calling you)
CQ & QRZ
Wanted Callsign
Wanted Prefix
Wanted Grid (by Band)
Wanted US State (by Band)
Wanted DXCC (by Band)
Wanted CQ Zone (by Band)

Automatic logging to these log types when 
QSO is logged in JT65-HF or WSJT-X
DXLab DXKeeper
Log4OM
HRD Log V5/6
Standard ADIF 2.2 file
MixW CSV file



  



  

A Real Time Contact:



  

Pizza Time:

Unless There Are Questions

?
?

?

?
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